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The material contained herein is jointly prepared by
Teach For Malaysia, Project ID and Accenture.
The information in this Playbook is provided on an “as
is” basis, based on information provided by Teach
For Malaysia and partner organizations, e.g., Project
ID, insights from various stakeholders in the
education landscape, and secondary sources as of
the date of writing and are subject to change. It has
been prepared solely for information purposes over
a limited time period to provide a perspective on this
topic. Teach For Malaysia, Accenture or any of their
affiliates or any third party involved makes no
representation or warranty, either expressed or
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information in the report and shall not be liable for
any loss arising from the use hereof.
This material is intended to offer guidance for the
topic discussed, and is by no means a definitive set
of solution. We recommend that you use this
material as an initial guideline to inform your
subsequent plan and actions.
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JOURNEY

Changes happen all the time. Some changes happen suddenly and last for a
short time, and others are longer. The big change that many are talking about
right now is the Coronavirus. If you’re like most students, this may be a confusing
time for you. Maybe your school has been temporarily closed, or maybe a family
member is worried about not working, or perhaps you’re upset because you
can’t meet your friends. While change may seem scary, it can also be a chance
for us to learn and grow. Student Leadership Strategy (SLS) Playbook provides
resources that will help you (1) identify your emotions and the causes behind
them; (2) take appropriate action on your emotions/these causes; (3) share
your growth; and (4) help your friends do the same.

02 CARE FOR
EVERY-BUDDY

If you want to
understand and manage
your emotions...

If you want to know
how your friends are
doing emotionally...

Why should we care about
our peers?
How to get ready before
reaching out?
How to reach out to our
peers?
How to respond?

01 MIND YOUR MIND
What is emotion?
Why is it important?
How are you feeling?
How to manage difficult
emotions?

If you want to take
action to change the situation
and make things better...

03 IMAGINE
What do you want to
happen?
What causes the issue?
How do we achieve our
vision?

If you want to take
action to change the
situation that affects
people around you...

If you want to
plan your action...

If you want to share
your growth or impact...

04 DO

05 SHARE

What do we need to do?
Who can help us make it
happen?

How did I get on?
How have I grown as a
leader?

What is SLS Playbook?
Activities

in

Student

Leadership

Strategy (SLS) Playbook were designed
to help you:
1. identify

your

emotions

and

which will help
you develop

the

causes behind them

SCoRE leadership competencies:
Social and Emotional Learning
Resilience

2. take appropriate action on your

Entrepreneurship (problem solving)

emotions/these causes
3. share your growth

Communication

4. help your friends do the same.

How would I measure my growth?
SCoRE Survey
Use the SCoRE Survey to measure much how you have grown - in social and emotional learning (SEL),
communication skills, resilience and entrepreneurship - after using the SLS Playbook. The purpose of SCoRE
Survey is not to define who you are, but rather to get you start thinking about what you have been doing well
and how easy it is to improve as a leader.

When to Do SCoRE Survey?
Situation 1:
If you decide to complete all the units (01 MIND YOUR MIND to 04 DO) in Student Leadership Playbook
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2

3
DO

Take the SCoRE

Pre-Survey

Complete all the units in

Take the SCoRE Post-Survey

(tiny.cc/pre-score) before you

Student Leadership Playbook

(tiny.cc/post-score) after you

start doing any activities in

have completed the units in

Student Leadership Playbook

Student Leadership Playbook

Situation 2:
If you decide to follow one/some of the units only in Student Leadership Playbook

1

Take the SCoRE

2

DO

3

Pre-Survey

Conduct your chosen unit(s)

Take the SCoRE Post-Survey

(tiny.cc/pre-score) before you

(for example, 01 MIND YOUR

(tiny.cc/post-score) after you

start doing any activities in

MIND only, or 03 IMAGINE

have completed the chosen

Student Leadership Playbook

AND 04 Do only) for at least

unit(s).

three weeks.

01 MIND YOUR MIND
Emotional health is an important part of our overall health. People who are emotionally
healthy are in control of their thoughts, feelings, and actions. They are able to cope with
difficult situations, such as staying out of school during pandemic. And naming our
emotions is the first step in staying emotionally healthy.

Your Journey
What is emotion?
Why is it important?
How are you feeling?

How to manage difficult emotions
(STOP2 Framework)

Feelings Chart

Why is it important to identify our emotions?

To understand the
triggers to your emotions
Naming our feelings
helps us figure out how
a situation makes us feel
and what we can do
about it.

To help you feel
more in control
Recognising your
emotions gives you
power to make
yourselves feel
better.

To allow us to ask for
help
When we are able to
articulate how we feel
and what happened, it
allows us to share with
those we trust and
receive support.

What is emotion?
Emotions are temporary - they come and go, like the waves of ocean.
Emotions can be mild, intense
intense, or anywhere in between.
There are no good or bad emotions, only good (effective) and bad
(ineffective) ways of managing emotions.

DO NOW
I learned that I have to identify my emotions because
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To help you be a better
friend
Once you are skilled at
identifying, managing
and communicating
your feelings to others,
you can help others do
the same!

Feelings Chart
What kinds of emotions are there?
Pinning down the word that perfectly describes a feeling can be difficult, even for adults. So, we provide
a list of charts here to help you match a word (and a facial expression) with your feelings.

The emotions wheel organises
emotions into positive and negative.
We usually want to experience more
of positive feelings and less of
negative feelings
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How are
you feeling?

Example:

We learned in the last section that naming our emotions is
the first step in managing them effectively. You can use this
worksheet to check in with your own feelings regularly (e.g.
daily, every other day or weekly etc.).
This worksheet will help you to identify:

I am feeling quite satisfied
because I managed to watch
my favourite drama after
finishing my homework

what causes / triggers
your feelings

how you feel

I am feeling:
1. Write down your emotion in the grey box
a. You can refer to the charts in pg 2 to help put a name to your feelings
2. Circle how strongly you feel the emotion on the scale of 1 to 5

Example:
satisfied

1
(a little)

2
(somewhat)

3
(fairly/rather)

4
(quite)

5
(very/really)

1

2

3

4

5

(a little)

(somewhat)

(fairly/rather)

(quite)

(very/really)

...because:
Write down what caused you to feel this way

Example: I managed to watch my favourite drama after finishing my homework

3
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STOP FRAMEWORK
We deal with difficult emotions (like sadness, frustration, anger, burn out) almost everyday. However, difficult emotions
do not mean that they are bad. We need difficult emotions to remind us when something is wrong.
Luckily, we can learn to accept and manage our emotions effectively. One way is by following the STOP
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method.

S

T

O

P

P

STOP

TAKE A BREATH

OBSERVE

PERSPECTIVE

PRACTICE

Pause for a
moment

Take a deep
breath and
accept your
feelings

Describe your
feelings,
thoughts,
reactions,
body
sensations

Put some
perspective into
your feelings
and situation. Is
it within your
control?

Either practice
problem solving
(IMAGINE) or
PRACTICE what
supports you in
the moment

1. Stop
Whatever you're doing, just stop for a moment and step back.
Don't (re)act immediately.

2. Take a breath

Close your eyes and take a deep breath

As you are breathing, take a minute to accept

Or try one of the mindfulness activities:

how you are feeling right now.

kidshealth.org/Nemours/en/teens/mindfulexercises.html
Notice your breathing - In through the nose,
out through the mouth.

Tell yourself, "It is alright to
have (any) feelings!"
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3. Observe your reactions
Observe your experience just as it is—not just how you feel but also what you think, say and do when the
difficult emotion comes to you. Notice how your feelings are being expressed in the body.

When this emotion comes to me, I say or think...

When this emotion comes to me, I (do)...

“It’s so difficult, why try?
Try also no use, no good
result also.”

Nothing, I just sleep all day
because no motivation liao.
Shout at my parents and
throw things.

“I will not be able to catch
up and will fail SPM.”

*you can write your own thoughts/(re)actions in STOP worksheet in pg 8

Thoughts affect your actions. But they
are not facts; they are not permanent.

4. Put some perspectives into your emotions
Let's pull back and see the bigger picture by reflecting on this question:

What is within my control?
You can use the Circle of Control on the

I CANNOT CONTROL
So I can LET GO of...

The actions of others

I CAN CONTROL

What others like
or dislike

So I will FOCUS on...
My actions

left to help you break down what is within
What others say

1. Write

How others
feel

What I say

Limiting my
social media

Predicting what
will happen

what

you

can

control

2. Write down what you cannot control

My emotions

My kindness

down

inside the circle
outside the circle

Doing something fun or
meaningful at home
School closure

and outside your control.

*This activity is best done with the guide of
an adult (e.g. your teacher):

Exam dates
If others follow
social distancing

Let's look at some examples:

My parents fight a lot

Feeling tired from online classes

I CANNOT CONTROL

I CANNOT CONTROL

What my
parents do or
don't do

What my parents
say about
I CAN CONTROL each other
My
attitude

How my parents
talk to each other

MCO

I CAN CONTROL
Sharing
how I feel

My
responses

Journaling my
feelings

My parents
nagging
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Sharing my
feedback and
suggestion

Doing something
energising before/
after class

Having to
attend online
classes

A difficult situation like the two examples just now (parents fighting and feeling tired from online classes)
can create stress and negative emotions. Until we come up with a solution, the situation never really goes
away. It will continue to create stress in our lives.

I CANNOT CONTROL

I CAN CONTROL

Based on your Circle of Control, ask yourself:
Is the situation within your control? / Can I do anything to change the situation?
Do I want to do anything about the situation?

Yes to both
questions

Yes to one of
the questions

Turn to 03 IMAGINE a way to
make it better

Sometimes we have to accept that we can’t
take action to address every single difficult
situation we face.
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No to both
questions

PRACTICE something that
will support you (pg 7)

5. Practice something that will support you in the moment

Sometimes, we are not
able to control every
difficult situation we
face.

And we let emotions take
control of our action,
reacting impulsively with
unhelpful consequences.

Causing further
damage and negative
emotions

What we can do is to shift our attention to what we CAN control (e.g. our own thoughts, responses) and
move on, Below is a list of strategies we have tried. Note that these strategies work differently on different
people. So, the key is to try one of these out yourself and choose what works for YOU in the moment.

Positive Self-Talk

Calm Your Body
☐ Walk away from the situation
☐ Spend time on other tasks, such as:

Exercising

Writing
journal

Be kind
to others

Spending
time in
nature

Talking it out
with friends
and family

Meditating
(focus on
breathing)

☐ Be accepting:
"Everyone makes mistakes"
"Bad things happen, it's normal
to feel this way, I'll re-focus on
things I can control"

Optimistic Thinking

Seek Support

☐ "Bad times don't last"
☐ Celebrate small successes
☐ Practise gratitude (below)

☐ Talk to a trusted adult, such as
parents, teachers etc.
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Close your eyes.
Breathe in, Breathe out; or
Try a mindfulness activity (pg 4)

Don't (re)act immediately

02 Take a breath

01 Stop

Take 1-minute silence to
accept how you are feeling

s
e feeling
al to hav nging a lot
m
r
o
n
is
It
ha
gs are c
when thin

When this emotion comes to me, I say or think...

When this emotion comes to me, I (do)...

“It’s so difficult, why try? Try also no use, no good result also.”

Nothing, I just sleep all day because no motivation liao

03 Observe your reactions (How do you react to this emotion?)
I CANNOT CONTROL

What others like

So I can LET GO of...

The actions of others
Predicting what
will happen
School closure

Havi ng di ff i cul t emot i ons?

What others say
How others feel

I CAN CONTROL

So I will FOCUS on...
My actions
My emotions

Doing something
fun or meaningful
at home

My kindness

If others follow
social distancing
Exam dates

Limiting my
social media
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STOP
TO

ACCEPT

&

MANAGE

YOUR

Calm your body
☐ Walk away
☐ Spend time on other tasks

Optimistic thinking
☐ "Bad times don't last"
☐ Practise gratitude

Positive Self-Talk
☐ Be accepting:
"Everyone makes mistakes"
"Bad things happen, it's
normal to feel this way, I'll refocus on things I can control"

Seek Support
Is the situation within your control?
Do you want to do something about the situation?
EMOTIONS

04 Perspective

☐ Talk to a trusted adult, e.g.
parents, teachers or
☐ Solve the issue
(turn to 03 IMAGINE)

05 Practice what works

How have I grown?
SCoRE Reflection
Congratulations for trying to manage your emotions and focus on things you can control. Let's take a few
minutes to reflect on how you have grown so far.

SEL

I thank and
appreciate others

SEL

I try to understand what
others are feeling

SEL

I identify my emotions

SEL

I spread emotions
related to fear or anger

Communication

SEL
I complain frequently

I evaluate
information before
spreading
something false

Communication

I forward all the
messages I receive

Where do I
want to be?

FEAR ZONE

I share my
experience/solutions
with others

LEARNING ZONE
Resilience

Resilience

I recognise that
we are all trying
to do our best

I give up easily

Entrepreneurship

Communication

GROWTH ZONE

Resilience

I live in the present
and focus on the
future

Resilience

I grab food, toilet paper
and medications that I
don't need

I recognise that
we are all trying
to do our best

Entrepreneurship

I become aware of the situation
and think how to act

Entrepreneurship
I think of others and
see how to help
them.

Entrepreneurship

I make my talents available to
those who need them

1. Which zone were you in BEFORE starting this unit? What did you do to be in this zone?
2. Which zone are you in AFTER completing this unit? What did you do that pushes you to this zone?

COMING NEXT
Are your friends doing okay? Do you want to help them out?
Do you find what you have learnt helpful in managing your own emotions?
Is it something that your friend can benefit from?
Or do you want to push yourself into the Growth zone?

Follow us in unit 02 CARE FOR EVERY-BUDDY to find out how you can reach out to your friends and
understand their needs!
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02 CARE FOR
EVERY-BUDDY
Now that you have realised the power of naming and managing your own emotions, let's
explore how we can help our friends do the same during this uncertain time.

Your Journey
Why should we care
about our peers?

How to reach out
to our peers

How to respond
How to follow-up

Getting ready to
reach out

Why should we care about our peers?
As the Coronavirus pandemic has spread across the world, it has affected our lives and emotions in
different ways. In the previous section, you have learned how to identify and manage your difficult
emotions. However, not everyone possesses this power. This has led us to wonder, how has it affected
people around us? Let’s listen as a few people share their stories about the sudden changes brought
pandemic and how it made them feel.
This activity is best done in a group (with a teacher)

1. Listen to this clip at tiny.cc/care-covid19
2. As you listen, think about the following questions:
a. How would you feel if you were them? Why?
b. What worries or hopes do they have?
c. What do you think they need?
d. Can you think of a time when you felt the same way?
e. How would it feel if you were the only one who knew that you were / someone was
going through this issue?
f. What would you do to help them feel better in that situation?
3. Use the space below to write down your thoughts

4. Share your thoughts within your group
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Though you may not be in school with your classmates, you can still show
them that you

CARE.,

Adding a dose of kindness and care to someone else’s day not only uplifts
their spirits, but creates more purpose to our days, too. The amazing thing
is that even the smallest, most simple gesture can brighten someone’s
day and make you feel more connected to others.

But HOW?

How are
doing?

you

1. Check in on them

2. and Listen

Want to know more about how you can reach out to
your friends and check in on them?
Follow us in the following section!
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Getting Ready to Reach Out
Is there someone you would like to
hear from / get in touch with?

Why do you want to contact him / her?

How comfortable are you with him / her?
Do you think you would be okay talking to this person individually?

1

2

3

4

5

(a little)

(somewhat)

(fairly/rather)

(quite)

(very/really)

Would it be helpful to include someone else?
Who? (e.g. a friend, an adult etc.)

Go ahead and get ready for the call!

Invite him / her

Ask yourself...
Am I in a good headspace?
Am I willing to genuinely listen?
Can I give as much time as needed?

Am I ready?

Do I understand that...
.... if I ask how someone's doing, the
answer might be "No, I'm not"?
.... I can't fix someone's problems?
.... they might not be ready to talk? Or
they might not want to talk to me?

Have I...
... chosen somewhere relatively private
and comfy?
... figured out a time that will be good for
them to chat?
... made sure I have enough time to chat
properly?

Am I prepared?

Have I picked my moment?
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How to reach out to our peers?
If you're not sure how your friend is doing...

If you think your friend is struggling...

Start the conversation with any of the message below:
"Hey! I miss you. What's new?"
"Sorry I've been out of touch lately. How's everything?"
Send your friend (more comfortable ones) a video to
make them laugh - "I bet you won't be able to keep a
straight face during this video"
OMG, do you remember that one time we…?"
Please tell me you're having a better day than I am
"Was going through albums/books and found this
picture / note of us. Miss you tons!"
Talk about a similarity (something you have in
common) - text them about the curry they made and
ask them for the recipe
Pay them a compliment - how well they are looking
after their pet / exercise routine you found out on Insta
Offer or request for help - solving a problem with
school or homework

Follow the steps below:
1. Mention specific example(s) of what makes you
concerned.
a. "I’m worried about you because you seem… "
b. "I’ve noticed that you are missing a lot of classes."
c. "How have you been lately?" "What’s been
happening?" "How are you doing?"
2. Ask, “Do you want to share about it?"

What's their response?
If they’re willing to talk, turn to
01 MIND YOUR MIND, pg 3
Ask them how they are feeling.
Ask them what makes them feel that way.
Don’t judge what they say, even if you don’t
agree with them.
(Refer to next page on how you can respond)

If they don’t want to talk:
Don’t put pressure or force.
Tell them you’re still concerned for their well-being and
you care about them.
Be available. You could say: “Call me if you want to
chat” or “Is there someone else you’d rather talk to?”
Offer help/suggestions ONLY IF they ask for advice.
Some small part of them will hope that you don't give
up, but they can't bear for you to see how messed up
they are. Bear with them.
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How to respond?
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How have I grown?
SCoRE Reflection
Congratulations for pushing yourself into the GROWTH zone and trying to understand what others are feeling..

SEL

I thank and
appreciate others

SEL

I try to understand what
others are feeling

SEL

I identify my emotions

SEL

I spread emotions
related to fear or anger

Communication

SEL
I complain frequently

I evaluate
information before
spreading
something false

Communication

I forward all the
messages I receive

Where do I
want to be?

FEAR ZONE

Resilience

I recognise that
we are all trying
to do our best

I give up easily

Entrepreneurship

I share my
experience/solutions
with others

LEARNING ZONE

Resilience

Communication

GROWTH ZONE

Resilience

I live in the present
and focus on the
future

Resilience

I grab food, toilet paper
and medications that I
don't need

I recognise that
we are all trying
to do our best

Entrepreneurship

I become aware of the situation
and think how to act

Entrepreneurship
I think of others and
see how to help
them.

Entrepreneurship

I make my talents available to
those who need them

1. Have you practiced any of these SCoRE leadership competencies in this unit? How?

COMING NEXT
As you check in with your friends, you may have identified issues that are
affecting them and/or others in your community.
Follow us in unit 03 IMAGINE a way to make it better to find out how you can
come up with solutions to an issue affecting your friends / community and
push yourself further into the GROWTH zone.
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03 IMAGINE

a way to make it better
In unit 01 MIND YOUR MIND and 02 CARE FOR EVERY-BUDDY, we have explored some of
the issues you/your friends are facing. This section will help you pick an issue that you
care about the most. You will then identify the root causes behind the issue and come up
with ideas to address it.

Problems or difficult situations
can create stress and impact our
emotions. We often cope by
doing what we have always done
in the past.

Until we come up with a solution
that actually works, the problem
would never really go away and
continue to create negative
emotions in our lives.

When we come up with solutions
to issues affecting other people,
we are spreading kindness.
Check out how kindness spreads
at tiny.cc/______________

Your Journey
What causes the issue?

Stories of Change

What do you want to
happen?

How do we
achieve our
vision?

The activities in IMAGINE is best done with the guide of an adult (e.g. teacher), especially if you are doing it
for the first time.

Example
“Teacher, I have been feeling

lately because

I’ve decided to come up with solutions with an IMAGINE exercise I found.
Can you help guide me on the activities?
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Stories of Change

Students around the world are telling us that they don't have to be rich,
strong or 18 years old to make the world a better place and changing
what bothers them. Let's first get inspired with some of their stories.

Leading Self and Others by Journaling
"I am feeling bored at home and I don't know what to do
other than studying. My friends are facing the same issue."
- Ellen, Sarawak

Driven by the desire to do good from home, she creates and share
journal content with her friends on how they can keep themselves
active during MCO and how to check on their own emotions.

Thank You Notes for Frontliners
"Some of our community members are risking their
lives on the frontline making sure that we still have
access to basic supplies and medical aid during this
period."
- Sixth graders in India
This group of sixth graders decided to express their
gratitude to the frontliners and kept their motivation
level high by writing and mailing Thank-you notes to
their community workers at grocery stores, police
department, hospitals, post offices and so on.

Creating an Inclusive Community

Leading Community to Fight Misinformation

Our community elders are not given enough care
and attention
- Secondary school students in Singapore
What this group of students decided to do was to
organise meet ups and introduced the elderly to
activities such as gardening. They then shared
these activities to many nursing homes within the
country, Watch a video about their journey at
https://youtu.be/4Yb4P3Xus0E.

We want to share correct information to dispel common
myths.
- Nelson Kwaje, South Sudan
In another part of the world, a group of youth led by Nelson
Kwaje started fighting misinformation and fake news by using
the #COVID19SS hashtag. Their work exposes false facts,
disputed remedies, doctored images and any and all pieces
of information that could confuse and mislead the public.
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What do you want to happen?
Vision

In previous units, we have explored some of the issues
you/your friends are facing. Let's first look at WHY it is
important for you to solve the issue. You will then try to write
a vision - how things would look if the issue were solved.

MY PREDICTED FUTURE
If this situation continues for the next few week / months, I predict that I would feel / think / say / do…

... I would feel:
I would feel even more tired
that I cannot study properly.

... I would think / say:

... I would (do):

“Try so hard, try for what?”

I might become so unmotivated
that I give up.

VISION
What do you want to happen?
Think of this vision as the heart of your action
– everything you do should help you make
your vision come to life.

Examples of vision:

Vision for self

"I want to raise my energy/
motivation level when I am stuck
at home."

Instead, the future that I want is … /
Instead, I want ...

Vision for peers

"I want my classmates to feel that
they can catch up with learning even
if they don’t have Internet."

Vision for community

"I want the elderly in our community
to be given enough care and attention.."
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What causes the issue?
Fishbone analysis

Identifying the "right" solutions means knowing what the real causes of
the issue are. Taking action without knowing the root causes is like
taking the wrong medication for an illness. We would end up wasting
our effort, time and resources.

CAUSE 1:

CAUSE 3:

ISSUE/PROBLEM

CAUSE 2:

Step 1: Begin at the top of
the fish by turning your vision
into a "Why Not" statement

CAUSE 4:

Step 2: Fish bone represents the possible causes. Finding the root
causes helps you understand why the issue has happened in the first
place and then come up with the right ways to tackle it!

Examples of fishbone analysis:

ISSUE/PROBLEM
Why don't my friends feel
that they can catch up on
learning?

CAUSE 1:

CAUSE 3:

They
missed
online
classes because they
don't
have
Internet
access

They don't know who to
ask at home when they
have questions about
homework

CAUSE 2:

CAUSE 4:

They
missed
online
classes because they
have to work to help
with familiy finances

ISSUE/PROBLEM
Why don'I the elderly in our
community receive enough
care and attention..

CAUSE 1:

CAUSE 3:

Many of them don't
know how to connect
to the Internet

There
are
several
confirmed cases of
Covid-19
in
our
community.

CAUSE 2:

CAUSE 4:

Lack
of
attention/
awareness around how
the elderly are feeling
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How do we achieve our vision?
Coming up with solution(s)

After identifying the root cause(s) of the issue, it is time
to brainstorm possible solutions that target these root
causes.

Follow these 3 steps to come up with a solution:
1. Brainstorming ideas
2. Evaluating our ideas
3. Picking the best idea(s)

1. Brainstorming ideas
Brainstorming is the process of gathering a list of ideas. Here are some brainstorming rules:

QUANTITY FIRST

ASK AND LISTEN

DON'T JUDGE

Write down as many ideas
as possible. Choose one or
two later.

The best way to get a good
solution is to collect as many
ideas from as many people
as possible

It is okay to suggest wild
ideas. There is no such thing
as a bad idea

You can then collect and write / draw your ideas with two guiding questions in mind:
1. What can I / we do to achieve the vision?
2. Who else is trying to solve the issue? What are they doing?
Example:

""I want my classmates to feel that they can catch up with learning even if they don’t have Internet."
Have a mentor-mentee system
when we are back in school
Get them to sign up for free
data given by
telecommunication companies

Organise an after-school
tutoring activity when MCO is
lifted
Ask principal to delay exam
Pass all my notes and
homework to my friends

Help them to get a phone

Try writing down at least 3 more ideas to achieve the following vision:

"I want the elderly in our community to be given enough care and attention.."
Collect a list of activities (such
as gardening) for my friends
to introduce to the elderly in
their family
Organized an online talent show

*Look back at your Fishbone Analysis to make sure that your solutions respond to the causes you’ve identified there.
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1. What can I / we do to achieve our vision?
2. Who else is trying to solve the issue? What are they doing?

*Look back at your Fishbone Analysis to make sure that your solutions respond to the causes you’ve identified there.

2. Evaluating your ideas
Now that we have generated a list of ideas, let's choose which one (or two) we want to implement.
To help you decide, you can use the Impact vs Difficulty chart below:

""I want my classmates to feel that they can catch up with learning even if they don’t have Internet."
HIGH
IMPACT

How to use
Here are some questions to
help you evaluate your ideas:
1. Would your solution be
useful?
a. If it would be more
useful, place the idea

*it would be difficult to pass notes to
my friends during MCO

on upper quadrant

b. If it would be less
useful, place the idea
on lower quadrant

DIFFICULT

Collect all my notes and
homework so that I can
share them with my friends

Mentor-mentee system
*we can find other classmates who have
joined online classes to be mentors

EASY

2. Do you have the skills
and resources to
implement it? Would it
be easy to get the
resources needed?
a. If it is easy, put the idea
on the right quadrant
b. If it is difficult, place the
idea on left quadrant

Delay exam
*Not only would this be difficult,
delaying exams doesn't help us to
catch up with learning

LOW
IMPACT

3. Picking the best idea(s)
Ideally, we should pick the idea with higher impact and lower difficulty (i.e. mentor-mentee system).
Another factor in choosing a solution is whether you or your group enjoy implementing the idea.
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Now, try to evaluate your own ideas and pick one (or two) to implement:
HIGH
IMPACT

How to use
Here are some questions
to help you evaluate
your ideas:
1. Would your solution
be useful?
a. If it would be more
useful, place the
idea on upper

quadrant
b. If it would be less
useful, place the
idea on lower
quadrant
2. Do you have the

DIFFICULT

EASY

skills and resources
to implement it?
Would it be easy to
get the resources
needed?
a. If it is easy to do,
place the idea on
the right quadrant
b. If it is difficult to do,
place the idea on
the left quadrant
Pick and circle the best
1 or 2 ideas.

LOW
IMPACT
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How have I grown?
SCoRE Reflection
Congratulations for pushing yourself further into the GROWTH zone and trying to think about how you can
help or support others with your talents and strengths.

SEL

I thank and
appreciate others

SEL

I try to understand what
others are feeling

SEL

I identify my emotions

SEL

I spread emotions
related to fear or anger

Communication

SEL
I complain frequently

I evaluate
information before
spreading
something false

Communication

I forward all the
messages I receive

Where do I
want to be?

FEAR ZONE

Resilience

I recognise that
we are all trying
to do our best

I give up easily

Entrepreneurship

I share my
experience/solutions
with others

LEARNING ZONE

Resilience

Communication

GROWTH ZONE

Resilience

I live in the present
and focus on the
future

Resilience

I grab food, toilet paper
and medications that I
don't need

I recognise that
we are all trying
to do our best

Entrepreneurship

I become aware of the situation
and think how to act

Entrepreneurship
I think of others and
see how to help
them.

Entrepreneurship

I make my talents available to
those who need them

1. Have you practiced any of these SCoRE leadership competencies in this unit? How?

COMING NEXT
Learn how to plan your action and implement your solution by following unit
04 DO the act of change - which is a guide to putting your ideas into practice.
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04 DO

the act of change
Congratulations! You know what you want to happen. Now it's time to think about who can
help you and the best bit – do something about it!

Your Journey

What do we need to do?
Action Plan

Developing an action plan helps you turn your visions into reality.
It describes the actions/steps you will take to carry out your
solution.

Why Make an Action Plan?
There are lots of good reasons to break down
your solution into smaller actions / steps with
an action plan, including:

I will start doodling
Make a list of
possible topics

To show members of the community
(especially influencers) that you are
dedicated to getting things done

Spend 3 hours
doodling every
week

To be sure you don't miss out any of
the details

Post my artwork
on Instagram

To understand what is and what isn't
possible for you / your group to do
To save time, energy, and resources
in the long run

An Action Plan breaks down your solution
or plan into a number of action steps you or
your group will take (like a To-do list). For
example, if you want to start doodling during
school closure, you might start by getting the
stationery needed.

For accountability: To make sure
that people will do what needs to be
done
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How to Create an Action Plan?
1. Make a list of all the actions / steps you will need to take in order to carry out the solution
2. Consider the following while writing your action plan::
Who will carry out these actions / steps?
By when will they take place, and for how long?
What resources will be needed to carry out these steps (such as money, time, manpower) ?
Example:

Vision : I want my classmates to feel that they can catch up with learning.
Solution: Mentor-mentee system / study group

TO DO

BY WHOM

BY WHEN

☐ Schedule a time and find a
for the weekly study group

Ashwin

July 5

☐ Come up with a list of
weekly topics

Ashwin

July 5

Nadiah, Lee Chern

July 8

BY WHOM

BY WHEN

☐ Recruit mentors / mentees

Make your own Action Plan
Vision :
Solution:

TO DO

Action plan is always a work in progress. As your needs change, you
will want to continually revise your action plan.
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Who can help us make it happen?
Influencers

"We're all imperfect and we all have needs. If we recognize that we are imperfect, we will ask for help
and we will pray for the guidance necessary to bring positive results to whatever we are doing."
-- John Wooden
Remember, you are not alone in your journey of
change. For whatever issue you are trying to
solve, there are probably:

Examples:

Vision: I want to raise my energy/motivation
level when I am stuck at home.
Potential influencers:

A. People who are affected by the
same issue

A. A friend who is also having low energy level

B. A classmate who used to feel the same
way but seem to be more active in online
classes these days

B. People who have faced and
overcome the same issue

C. People who care about (and might
want to solve) the issue

C A teacher or family member

influencers!
otentially be
p
d
ul
o
c
y
The

Why Identify Influencers?
These people might have the time, effort or resources to help with your
plan. Asking for help, support or advice can help you avoid the mistakes (or
experiments) that others have made.

How to Identify Influencers?
1. Look back at the To-do items in your action plan, think about:
Who has the resources that your plan needs (e.g. money, time, advice) ?
What do you need them to do?
Do they support your issue or are they against it?
Can you influence them to do it? How?
Remember, you can’t reach everyone. So, decide on 2 to 3
persons or groups you think you can influence
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Identifying Influencers
Example:

Vision : I want my classmates to feel that they can catch up with learning.
Solution: Mentor-mentee system / study group

TO DO

INFLUENCERS

☐ Schedule a time and find a
for the weekly study group

Teacher Maila:
can help to get a place in school
can help suggest weekly topics
will most probably support our plan

☐ Come up with a list of
weekly topics

Aina (student):
can spread the message and recruit mentors
will support our plan because she joined a
mentor-mentee programme before

☐ Recruit mentors / mentees

Can you think of anyone else?
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LET'S PUT YOUR PLAN TOGETHER
This section will help you combine your ideas and planning from 03 IMAGINE to 04 DO.
What do you want to happen?

How do we achieve our vision?

Vision:

Solution:

What do we need to do?

Action Plan:

TO DO

BY WHOM

Who can help us make it happen?

Influencers and Supporters
1.
2.
3.
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BY WHEN

